
The Bible is a spiritual book written through the supreme spiritual being for
spiritual people to comprehend their spiritual life and end. The Bible thus includes
an origin, one that science will never know nor describe, in a trinitarian God. The
Bible further includes human purpose, that which science will never discern nor
advertise, honoring God. The Bible further describes a way of knowing through the
Spirit that science will never investigate nor understand. And finally, the Bible
describes an eternity under Christ in God’s kingdom that science will never observe
nor explore.

Science does not address things of the spirit, which is not to belittle science.
Science has its place as God’s tool to understand his created material world, a gift
of God’s reason for the human mind, and a way to pursue God’s purpose by his
order and means. Science, though, does not speculate on pre-creation origins nor
attempt to explain ultimate ends. Science certainly doesn’t judge God, who created
all that science studies, who authorizes the reason that science employs, and who
maintains the order within which science draws its conclusions. Don’t look to
science for human origins, purpose, knowing, or destiny. Instead, look to God, to
God’s word, in the Bible.

The questioner has the universe’s end exactly wrong. The Bible makes clear in its
final book Revelation that the world as we know it ends when God’s kingdom
comes to earth, within which its joyful residents will dwell eternally. God’s final
judgment removes all corruption, decay, and death from the earth, as Christ rescues
and transforms his redeemed, sharing with them his own glory. God’s presence, his
light and peace, suffuse his vast eternal city, the many residents of which live in
perfect health and harmony, enjoying the heavenly reward of their earthly labor, the
greatest of which is to worship the King of kings. The Bible has other spectacular
descriptions for both the world’s cataclysmic end and the exquisite nature of God’s
kingdom that redeems and replaces it, in glorious eternity more so than any end.

The Christian view of the world’s end is thus a virtual opposite of the questioner’s
pseudo-scientific view, calling it pseudo because true science takes no spiritual
view, no view on the universe’s meaning, its essence. The Christian view of the
world’s end is in supreme order, ruled beneficently by a loving God of perfect
grace, not in entropy’s ultimate disorder. The Christian view of the world’s end is in



supreme life, a gorgeous paradise filled with perfect beings, not in thermodynamic
dissipation’s decisive death. The Christian view of the world’s end vitalizes present
life, making it count supremely, forever, while entropy’s view makes life count not
at all, barely a blip in an infinite nothingness. The two views, one spiritual, the other
pseudo-scientific, could not be further apart.

The Christian view of the world’s end, which again is not so much an end as a
beginning, has set the human spirit ablaze with hope. That difference is not enough
to accept the Christian view. Believing something simply because it makes one feel
better and act better is not alone reason enough to believe. Yet that fact, that the
Christian view is one of great hope, contrasted with dismal end, recommends the
view as more-probably accurate. How could a world so bathed in possibility, so
startlingly beautiful, and with such stunningly capable beings as humans are, not
offer greater hope?

But the greater authority for the Christian view, for the Bible’s view, greater even
than the world’s own evidence, with humans at the world’s pinnacle, is God’s
authority, that which the Bible so perfectly illustrates. How could the God who
created all we see, including us, and who then set us within his own revealed
history, perfectly fulfilled by his lovingly sacrificial, miracle-dripping Son, be right
about so much, against astronomic odds, but somehow still be wrong about the
world’s end? God could not be wrong. Only a rebel would believe it possible, only a
fool would believe it probable, and only a wretch would wish it so.

Christians don’t judge the Bible by other things, whether science, philosophy,
psychology, ethics, or other school of thought. Christians instead trust the Bible, a
spiritual book with spiritual interpretation, as true, thus letting God judge other
things. God has revealed the world’s end in his book of Revelation. That end, which
is much more like a beginning, is glorious, fitting, and trustworthy, of a whole with
the rest of God’s plan, character, and design. Step into your future, trusting God.
Join the countless numbers from all nations who will bathe eternally in the light of
the presence of God. That’s how the world ends.


